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EDITORIAL
The proposals to, establish artificial satellites to

encircle-the earth, which have been in the news recently,
.successfully captured the public imagination and it is
impossible' not 'to feel admiration for minds capable of
devising such scientific marvels, whether the inventions
themselves are approved or otherwise. Though these
machines may be intended primarily for military pur-
poses they symbolise man's first step on a journey to
the stars and may well open even vaster realms of
discovery than the' supersonic and nuclear age has yet
disclosed.

Contemplation of these astral phenomena is not,
however, our purpose. We might look instead at a
different kind of man-made satellite which has brought
to ratepayers in Hertfordshire perhaps not so much
admiration as consternation and vexation. We refer,
of course, to satellite towns of which our own county
contains a generous share; and without examining their
intrinsic merits or demerits it has already been made
clear that they impose a burden on the County Rate.

Circumstances and events make us here in Croxley
feel at times that we inhabit a satellite of the town of
Rickmansworth, the parent body, which considers the
affairs of this locality as of secondary importance, and
from which- we remain at a more or less fixed distance
not only fn: terms. of yards and miles but also of ideas,
Consider- for example the question of providing bus
shelters for this district. While we would agree that
things are not always as simple as they appear at .first
sight and that difficulties not immediately apparent may
have to be overcome, it does look as though we shall
have to endure yet, another winter of waiting for buses
exposed to the elements. Having regard to the time
which has elapsedjsince this Association first drew the
attention of the Council to 'this need and the number
of 'occasions on which :,-'Vehave pressed the issue we do
feel that more might have been accomplished by now.
j The Council have. obviously encountered more diffi-
~Mties .than originally' .a,!~icipated over taking over the
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Green, We must applaud the desire not to saddle the
communitv with an unnecessarv burden but the whole
chapter of events is extraordinary . The decision to
reach no decision until investigations had been made
was followed swiftly by an acceptance of the con-
ditions put forward by the Lords of the Manor, and
the public believed that the Green belonged to them,
They believed, too, that they could look forward to an
improvement in the general appearance of the Green
and that it would become more of an amenity and less
of an eyesore-to say nothing of bringing the long-
awaited lines of supply to the lamp standards, waiting,
we imagine, with rather more patience than some
Councillors. -

From time to time the question of providing a Public
Hall for Croxley has arisen but has received little
mention of late. Possibly -someone has decided that no
hall .is necessary, at least for the time being, If so
the attitude of procrastination, of which we have had
numerous indications, will ensure that it never will be
necessary unless the reverse is demonstrated un-
mistakeably. Croxley Green has grown considerably
since the Dickinson Guildhouse was built, but its growth
has not .been matched by a commensurate increase in
buildings available for 'public meetin-gs and functions.

It is on topics such as those mentioned here that the
views' of individual residents become important. An
individual voice, however, needs to be lusty if it is to
make itself heard and is likely to be more effective in-
conjunction with others. THE ANNUAL GENERAL
iMEETING. to be held on November 24th, and of which
notice appears on the back page of this issue, once more
provides an opportunity for the opinions of residents to
be "crystallised. A particularly topical question which
was raised last year and which will come forward again
for discussion, concerns Housing Subsidies and Council
House Rents. Discussion is sure to 'be 'of 'interest to
all and it is hoped that all members who can attend
this meeting will do so.·
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WE HEAR-
That the future develo-smcnr of Rickmansworth Town

Centre is certainly receiving plenty of consideration,
even though there is not likely to be much positive
action with SD many details and interests to be taken
into account. Here is a clear case of a small town,
which has already an adequate by-pass, where it would
not appear unreasonable to impose one-way traffic and
prohibit completely parking or waiting during certain
hours until a proper scheme could be worked out. Con-
flicting interests are, however, so strong that confusion
is likely to continue.

* *
The realisation of the magnitude of the demand for

housing accommodation which the Council will have to
face during the coming year or so is causing much
concern in Basing House. The Council would have
been wise to have pa.id more heed to the effects of the
limitations imposed by the County Development Plan
and not to have opposed sensible development and the
provision of useful additional accommodation in a mis-
guided desire to create unwanted and potentially
dangerous " Open Spaces."

:;: *
New Road Shopping Centre, which has recently

come into the news by the pin-pointing of specific
interpretation of the County Development Plan, is likely
to remain in the news for some considerable time and
ratepayers should watch developments in this connection
very closely.

* * *
Buses are also in the news again as services are

deteriorating almost as fast as the fares are increasing
and letters of complaint are being received by almost
all bodies who are likely to be in a position to help

•. the unfortunate travelling public. Vlfe as an Association
----- ave one so muc overtb years in-fruitless-errdeavours

to force the L.T.E. into action that we have almost
abandoned hope of success in securing any improve-
ments. The L.T.E. have an abundance of excuses for
not providing a better service for the public.

* * *
Scots Hill Improvement Scheme, which is proceeding

slowly, might well create a bigger and more serious
problem than before the improvement scheme com-
menced. The bottle-neck at the bridge may prove a
potential death-trap as vehicles are likely to come more
speedily down the hill and those drivers who know the
hill well are likely to come from Rickmansworth and
up the hill at a greater speed than hitherto. If this does
come about there wil be a danger of collisions of a very
serious nature occurring midway on the bridge and we
wonder what is being considered to avert this possibility.

* * *
By the time this appears in print Mr. Councillor

Whiteside and the Clerk will have attended the National
Conference of the Council for the Preservation of Rural
England at Norwich. Vlfe hope that this subject does
not include also the preservation of class distinction as
applied to Open .Spaces and Housing Sites and that
" apartheid" will remain the prerogative of South
Africa.
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-AND OBSERVE
Television and Confusion have been fused -to form

the Council's third programme, "Telefusion," accord-
ing to the information released by a special sub-
committee which sat to consider the fixing of television
aerials, whether B.B.C. or I.T.A., upon Council.~
properties. Some of the recommendations are going to ..i'-::'••~j,

be so difficult to carry out that, we understand from
reliable sources, it may prove necessary to call on the
sub-committee for assistance in holding the aerials in
position on the Pre-Fab. Estate.

* * * *
Staff Resignations from Council Departments appear

to be too numerous to be described as normal and we
wonder what is wrong. Are young and ambitious officers
feeling frustrated at seeing little or no hope of advance-
ment or is the wrong type of person being engaged in
the first place I The number of resignations suggests
that all is not well and we might recommend that the
subject is worthy of enquiry and investigation by a
specially formed sub-committee.

* * * *
The difficulties in securing completion of a Council

House contract is likely to cause some delay in the
eventual date of occupation. 'iVe wonder whether the
additional expenses incurred in clearing up the " diffi-
culties which have arisen" in connection with this
contract might not exceed the difference between the
contract price accepted and the next tender.

* * *
The Clearance of Unfit Houses, according. to a recent

survey, will involve the demolition of almost 250

dwellings, which will undoubtedly increase considerably
the already substantial list of housing applicants. It
will be interesting to see where the Council will seek
adequate and suitable building land. As Croxley Green

---appeacrs -to-be-rcgarded-.as-.a...suitable locality for .Council.i .
housing projects are we to expect another substantial
batch of Council properties to arise in our midst, or shall
we see the establishment of a newly-found site near
the boundary for this purpose?

* * * *
The Shops nearing completion at the top of Baldwins

Lane are to be let at rentals, exclusive of rates, of
approximately £5 per week and the maisonettes above
will be charged extra on the basis of normal Council
house schedules. It will indeed be interesting to see
how many of the initial tenants complete the first term
of seven years, which must be the most difficult term
to overcome. Without doubt the Council could not
charge lower rents having regard to the cost of building
the premises, but when the full weight of the rates is
added the total outgoings are certainly very heavy.

* * * *
The future of the Green continues to be the subject ",....,.~

of much speculation and ratepayers are asking daily
for some positive information on the extent to which).
the Council is committed. To say that the whole matter "
has been handled badly would be an understatement
and some good explanations will be required when next-
the Croxley Councillors are questioned collectively on
this subject.
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CHAIRMAN'S LETTER

A lette;- appeared recently in a national daily
-suggesting all parents having children at ordinary State
.scbools pay an "Educational Tax" of £3 per annum
per child (with reductions for second and third child).

.-~w this is the type of proposal which is either
""V"{husiasticaIly acclaimed or i violen tly condemned. Its
-;l'hain intention was. to meet the cost of improved salary
.-scales for teachers, so' the' underlying principle is
reasonable.

Consider it dispassionately.
What is .already being paid fer education? In

1955/56, we in Hertfordshire already have the dubious
privilege of the highest debt charge per head in the

I (;1IJ·courrtry.
It is costing £66 per child per annum in a nursery

school-twice the cost to educate one in a primar.y
school. Milk and meals swallow a quarter of a million
pounds, transport absorbs £102,000, while light, fuel
and cleaning take £200,000. And so it goes on.

For every £r you contribute to County rates approxi-
mately lOS. goes to education; the other lOS. has to
meet roads, police, health services, care of aged and
infirm, etc., etc. Little wonder alarm has been
expressed at the cost of education. But is it at the

~1:otal cost of education or its proportion to other
'services?

There is an old saying of cutting your coat according
to your cloth, or words to that effect. And there are
many who share an uneasy feeling that not only in

-education but in many national spheres of expenditure
the ratio of expenditure to income is out of balance.

j;;ertainly for ten years we have been staggering from
. monetary crisis to crisis with the bogey of inflation
periodically jabbing us in the rear.

I do not know the cure. I am not even certain of
~the reasons, bur or-1'hi5 -I am sure-both reasons and

'l v':/solution lie somewhere in the radical changes the nation's
-economic pattern has undergone since 1939. The change

has been through evolution, not revolution, but the
evolution has not been a balanced one. Is it the cost
of progress has outstripped the wherewithal to meet it?

The solution lies in the heart· of the nation-in the
moral heart of the nation which, speaking bluntly, I
feel has rotted a little. But the application of the
solution must come from the top-from the government .
A nation can know no greater agony than the rupture
of its economy.

Locally, at county and urban level, one can only
contribute toward attaining the proper balance-
cutting one's coat according to one's cloth? Let me
clearly state I regard education as a "must." Yet
are there not too many frills and fripperies in education?
Many consider that since 1946 pseudo psychologists and
psycho-analysts have had too much influence in
expensive theories. Education has been extended too
far into sociological spheres and robbing itself in the
process.

Teddy boys, juvenile delinquency, juvenile drunken-
ness, the reports on educational standards on entry to
H.IVI. Forces; they are disturbing reflections on standards
not only on education but on our" prosperity."

It may be charming to hear the continental subsidised
travel experiences of schoolboys and schoolgirls, but
employers have referred to inferior standards in the
three R's only too commonly met. Too often do school
sponsored trips to the Continent cause unhappiness at
home and to parents who have difficulty in financing
their own child; with the inevitable sense of dis-
crimination betwixt child and child, parent and parent.
Would it not be more profitable both to nation and
individual were there an ability to express oneself both
adequately and legibly in one's native tongue: the rest
will follow in their natural sequence.

Cutting one's coat. Which is to be cut? Cloth
or coat?

A. T. THOMSON.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

:Io all Members:
(I) .The Annual General Meeting will be held in

Dickinson Guildhouse Science Room, on
Thursday, November 24th, 1955, at <3p.m.

,(2) The Business will include the following:
Minutes of last Annual General Meeting;
Matters arising from Minutes;
Chairman's,· Secretary's and Treasurer's

Reports;
Election of Officers and Committee;
Other Business.

(3)1 N'ominations for Officers and/or Committee
duly proposed and seconded, to be submitted
to the Secretary not later than Monday,
November z rst, 1955.

(4) Items for discussion under" Other Business"
to be submitted to the Secretary by the same
date.

(5) All members should endeavour to attend.
Admission by membership card. New
members enrolled at the door.

T. HOEY (Hon. Secretary),
Croxley Green Residents
and Ratepayers Association.

9 Harvey Road,
Croxley Green.

~SHOPS-·CROXLEY NORTH
As many residents will know, the appeal for the

building of a shopping arcade, flats and a public
assembly hall, etc., on "Pitkin's Land," at the
junction of Baldwin's Lane and Watford Road, has been
dismissed by the Minister of Housing and Local
Government.
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The letter of dismissal (some 900 words) is too long:
for reproduction in this magazine and with the-
exception of the last two paragraphs merely recited the
arguments of the opposing sides. The vital two-
paragraphs are- __

" The Minister has considered' with care all the.
facts of the case and representations made to him,
This site, which fronts on to a very busy main
road, is only about 50 yards from a bottleneck
humpback bridge, and the Minister is convinc{'~~,
that in such a setting the land in quite unsuita.·'-''''
for the development under appeal because it wou ,o.
add to the traffic hazards; the provision of a service
road and access to the land off the main road would
not remove this objection. But apart from this he
thinks 'it would be wrong to permit development
that would tend, as does the present proposal, to
link up the separate communities of Watford and.
Croxley Green.

"Accordingly the Minister has decided to dis-
miss your client's appeal and this letter is issued.
as his formal decision to that effect."

Thus the decision of the Minister, Mr. Duncan Sandys;
Inevitably it is disappointing as a decision, but while.
one can respect an adverse decision, this one is not.
likely to gain much respect. There will be a good.
few people in Croxley who would probably like to ask
Mr. Sandys one question.

If shops, etc., set back off the main road add to"
traffic hazards, how is the large licensed premises being 1
built on the main road and only a few feet away I

11I\ exEioted from similar criticisms? Will its customers be-
resfricted to pedestrians and its supplies conveyed by
underground pipes-perhaps by courtesy of Colne Valley
Sewerage Company?

'~o, this decision has a rubber stamp quality about
it that is uninspiring--disturbing perhaps is more-
appropria te,

Wh~1<-i~the position now? At the-puQlic~m.e~tiI!g i~.
1953 I pr:9Po.sed·that i! this appeal was unsu~cessful we
would press the Council for the shops on their favoured.
Win ton Drive site. That proposal was carried.
unanimously.

What do you propose to do. therefore, Rickmansworth
Council?
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